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1. **What Product or Solution does your API support?**

The **Ericsson Digital Monetization Platform** is Ericsson pre-integrated BSS stack that handles complex operator’s requirements with a flexible, modular, cloud-based, 5G enabled, suite of products for all B2C, B2B and B2B2X revenue streams. It includes:

- **Ericsson Charging**: A real-time, modular convergent charging solution for all business lines.
- **Ericsson Billing**: An end-to-end billing solution that combines out-of-the-box features and high configurability.
- **Ericsson Catalog Manager**: An enterprise and technical product catalog with superior User Interface.
- **Ericsson Order Care**: A dynamic, catalog-driven order orchestration and management with configurable workflows.
- **Ericsson Mediation**: A common data integration and processing layer for all industry, sources and business model domains.
2. **Overview of Certified API**

The Product Offering Qualification API is a true microservice part of Ericsson BSS Exposure Layer. It has been self-certified on top of the Ericsson Digital Monetization Platform.
3. Architectural View
4. Test Results

Click here to view the test results: ERICSSON-TMF679-HTMLResults.html